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MOVING FORWARD: PARISH STEWARDSHIP RENEWAL 
CFGP's third COVID-19 response will provide local parishes the opportunity to receive

customized offertory restoration and enhancement. 
 

PHILADELPHIA, July 31, 2020 – The Catholic Foundation of Greater Philadelphia (CFGP) recently

launched it's third COVID-19 response effort since the coronavirus pandemic hit. 

The MOVING FORWARD: PARISH STEWARDSHIP RENEWAL launched earlier this month and offers

parishes within the Archdiocese of Philadelphia an opportunity to participate in a customized and

individualized offertory restoration and enhancement opportunity. The MOVING FORWARD: PARISH

STEWARDSHIP RENEWAL provides participating parishes with a custom approach developed for their

parish community according to their needs. While CFGP specializes in cost-effective fundraising and

development strategies, they are offering their staff time to parishes free of charge with the intention of

restoring their lost offertory amid the pandemic and growing it for the future.  

To address both the short and long-term effects of COVID-19 on parish offertories, CFGP will provide

multiple phase opportunities and tailored options to address the individual needs of each parish

community. Parishes can choose to participate in one or both of the opportunities given, which will take

place in the fall of 2020 and spring of 2021. Parishes can also choose to participate in one or both of the

restoration and enhancement opportunities offered. 

All questions regarding the Parish Stewardship Renewal should be directed to Emily Gambino, Senior

Director, Partner Development for CFGP, at 215.587.5650 or parish@thecfgp.org. 

 
About The Catholic Foundation of Greater Philadelphia  

The Catholic Foundation of Greater Philadelphia (CFGP) is an independent, nonprofit community

foundation committed to growing philanthropy according to the teachings of Jesus Christ. Grounded in

the principles of faith and service, CFGP meets the diverse needs of donors and Catholic institutions

through charitable fund management and development consulting. Our services ensure an investment in

the future of our faith.
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